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NSS unit of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Khalsa College organized a webinar on - Debunking myths of 

covid vaccine. NSS volunteers and college faculty took active participation.  

 

The guest speaker of the day was Mrs. Shambhavi Verma 

 

She explained to us very well what are the misconceptions people had regarding the covid 19 

vaccine. She explained the reason behind the myths and requested everyone to get vaccinated at 

their earliest. She said that after taking the vaccine antibodies are formed in human bodies which 

helps to protect our body from further damage. 

She told the benefits of getting vaccinated as getting vaccinated can decrease the chances of 

hospitalisation and requirement of supplementation of oxygen with more chances of recovery at-

home and vaccinated people have less chance to develop Covid infection.  

A vaccinated individual may develop antibodies that can neutralise the virus, and break the chain 

of transmission. This leads to the development of herd immunity once the significant population is 

vaccinated and has circulating antibodies for the same.  Also after getting fully vaccinated and 

waiting the recommended time for the body to build immunity, anyone can visit in person with other 

people who have been vaccinated or those at low risk of infection . This is the first step in re-

establishing those in-person connections that are so important in our lives. 

She also said that Even after getting vaccinated it is Most important to maintain personal hygiene. 

wash hands frequently for a minimum of 20 seconds with soap and water, practise social distancing 

and use homemade masks/double masks whenever stepping out. 

At the end there was a query session where the speaker answered the questions related to 

vaccination such as  

Effectiveness of covid 19 vaccine.  

Which vaccine is more safe Covishield Or covaxin 

Why time period for 2nd dose of covishield extended by govt 

Is it safe for womens to get vaccinated?  

How long does the immunity given by the COVID-19 vaccine last?  

Can different COVID-19 vaccines be used for different doses  , etc  

 

The event ended with our convenor Dr. Deepmala's vote of thanks.  

The duration of the webinar was 1 hour, i.e, 3:00pm to 4:00pm. 

 

 

         

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 


